
Hakea Swim
Size Guide



Hakea Swim is an Australian-based company
providing exquisite swimwear to those of us
who want to live (and swim) a little bit more
sustainably.

However, it can be hard to find that perfect
piece of Hakea swimwear, especially when
you're not able to try any of the garments on. 

With this, and also because Hakea does not
provide exchanges or refunds (unless the
garment is damaged or faulty), we've created a
super helpful Hakea Swim size guide.



The charts...



Conversion Chart



Measurement Chart



Bra Band Conversion Chart



The nitty gritty...



For the most accurate measurements, we recommend you don't eat three donuts

beforehand. We do, however, completely condone this for afterwards. Use a

measuring tape to measure. Make sure the tape doesn't have excess slack, but isn't

extremely restricting.  

Measurements

Bust Waist Hips Inseam

Place an end of the
measuring tape on

your crotch and
follow the inseam

down until you reach
your desired length.

Place an end of the
measuring tape on the

fullest part of your
breast and unravel the

tape around behind you
until it meets the original

end. 

Place an end of the
measuring tape on the
narrowest part of your
waist (usually between
the bottom of your rib
cage and your belly

button) and unravel the
tape around behind you
until it meets the original

end. 

Place an end of the
measuring tape on the
fullest part of your hips
and booty, and unravel
the tape around behind

you until it meets the
original end. 



If, after measuring, you find that you are between two
sizes, we recommend selecting the size you most
generally wear in tops or bottoms. There’s not too
much difference between sizes and the stretch fabric
offers a bit of flexibility (not just for the Hakea brand
but across all swimwear sizing).
We recommend selecting your usual size in our one
pieces, though if you are between sizes or have a long
torso we suggest sizing up. 
The Dune Crop Top and Mariposa Top have fuller
cups, so while they work for a smaller bust they’re
perfect for a bigger bust, too. 
The sizing charts are estimates only, so please keep
the natural stretch of swimwear in mind. Swimwear is
designed to be figure-hugging and snug.

A few notes from Hakea Swim:

For any sizing questions, email us at
yourfriends@ethicalmadeeasy.com and we'll do our best
to help.



Hand wash in cold water with a gentle detergent.
Rinse in cold water immediately after use to prevent
salt and chlorine damage.
Dry flat in shade.
Avoid contact with rough surfaces, harsh chemicals,
sunscreens and oils.
Do not tumble dry.

Hakea Swim on caring for your garments:

Read our Ethical Care Guide for more care tips.


